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Happy Friday!
Just a few nuggets to ponder:
Rising Quit Rates? Quit rates throughout the U.S. continue to rise as
employers face continuing competition for qualified applicants.
Planning makes perfect. Or close to it! If you are contemplating
resigning from your current organization, plan for it…before you resign!
Why are people leaving? Many reasons, but a primary reason:
burnout.
One fun fact!

Quit Rate is Rising!

Trendicator - powered by Resource Development Company, Inc.

What they're saying: Job Seekers never had it better! Job openings
continue to be prevalent as the demand for qualified applicants remains
extremely competitive. Top that with employers facing higher than ever
quit rates as employees exit for a gap-time or better (hopefully)
opportunities.
The bottom line: RDC’s Trendicator projects quit rates will continue to
rise as the 12:12 upswing has crossed the 100% line, meaning quit rates
during the last 12 months exceeds the previous 12 months.
Yes, but: Finding the right person for the specific job remains a constant
challenge. Resource Development’s search team can help rectify that.
Go deeper: RDC Retained Search utilizes original research with each
and every opportunity to find the person with the demanding skills and
abilities our clients required. Click here to learn more about our services!

Make plans before you quit!

Giving up?

So, you have decided to quit…Plan ahead!
Why it matters: Be aware of what lies ahead! In today’s tight labor
market employers are taking steps to make it hard to leave. There could
likely be attempts from many directions, including counter-offers,
promises, and even threats. Consider various scenarios and be prepared
for the pressure to stay.
The bottom line: Create your letter of resignation and include your
planned departure date. Honor your commitments to the organization,
know what you might be sacrificing in terms of potential bonus or
increase, and stick to your convictions. Resigning is not easy, so prepare
for your departure prior to announcing it!

Burn, baby burn…

Burned out on the job…

Our thought bubble: Forbes and The Wall Street Journal report: 40%
of resignations are given because employees are burned out. In addition,
40% of resignations are seeking organizations with greater flexibility,
considering things like virtual work preferences, flexible work schedules,
or more time off.
Big picture: Workplace cultures are changing! How do employers
develop a win/win approach to establishing mutually beneficial work
schedules? Consider:
1. Developing and implementing plans to address virtual, hybrid,
flexible schedules, and offices provided are a start.
2. Conduct periodic reviews of what you have implemented.
3. Revise where necessary - flexibility is key!
4. Return to step 2.

One Fun Fact!

What looks like a mouse…

The mouse has become a basic tool! Development of the mouse
began in the early 1960s by SRI's (formerly Stanford Research Institute)
Douglas Engelbart, while he was exploring the interactions between
humans and computers. Bill English, then the chief engineer at SRI, built
the first computer mouse prototype in 1964.
The name “mouse” was coined and derived from the resemblance of
early models which had a cord attached to the rear part of the device,
suggesting the idea of a tail!
We join many in commemorating the life of Colin Powell. What a great
man, for whom I served with great admiration and respect. May he rest in
eternal peace.
And, please enjoy a beautiful fall weekend - regardless of the weather!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!
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